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  ABSTRACT: The paper entails the existential importance of recommendation engines & showcases the 

dependency of electronic business on feedback mechanism & recommendation systems evaluation 

methodologies. The paper also presents the semantic evaluation & analysis of the available algorithms for 

recommendation engines, strategies & technologies used in backend engines on web server or as application 

server within a domain. Finally the paper discusses our proposed model of recommendation with the aspects for 

recommending any object on the digital domain with provisions of subjective evaluation & measurable semantic 

relationship considering the sentiments of the users, scaled to a self-learning model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
With increased penetration of Internet and Web Technologies, life has become much easier. The 

judgemental attitude and professed decision has started coming from every individual who are not 

too much into technologies but are enabled to take technological decisions in terms of buying a 

gadget. With more usage of devices, tools, gadgets & emergence of ecommerce, more data are 

uploaded and transacted on Web every day. 

A huge amount of Data on individual topics are uploaded every day and searching for keywords on a 

search engine results large chunk of Data each day unlike 10 years back. 

The results showcasing pattern has been constant for years but still the changes in the result 

procurement, when a keyword is searched, is not so through correct always. The results may differ 

when a same user is logged into portal and when access it anonymously. There by a strong need of 

system exists that would enable the user in selecting right product, services and understand their 

correct requirements and make a worthy decision in buying the product.  

The Recommendation Systems have been conceptualized and are providing the Suggestions to End 

Users, customers, competitors and companies itself. Right after the conceptualization of 

Recommendation systems, they are available in different domains for different purposes in analysing 

the data available with user’s experience and suggesting the users to make a professed decision 

which is based on personal experience of other users.  

With the availability of such system, when a user plans to purchase any item online or offline, they 

undergo a process of surveying about the product, stores, pros, cons, offers and these information 

are available by companies but most of the relevant information i.e. meaningful for user comes up 

from recommendations& feedback, reviews of the people who are using it or are expert in it or else 

carry some knowledge about it apart from feedback of the company or seller. 
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The different Recommendation systems uses Suggestion Algorithms designed as per the focussed 

product domains. We are working on a Dynamic Recommendation system that has its unique 

Suggestion Algorithms which has a collaborative learning factor and modification of algorithms with 

the incoming feedback, inputs and data from users or/and customers. Our recommendation system 

would basically parse feedbacks and reviews into two segments i.e. Feature & Opinions and 

implement it with integrated learning plans with categorization of sentiments & evaluate correct 

perception with the language & words used to stratify the facts.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Recommender systems have been implemented in a broad range of domains, including news [1], 

movies [2], music [3], books [4], laptops [5] and so forth. Nowadays, recommender systems exist in a 

variety of areas in our daily life. 

For example, Netflix (netflix.com) provides movie recommendation services; Last.fm (last.fm) and 

Pandora (pandora.com) recommend music; and Amazon (amazon.com) recommends miscellaneous 

retail products such as books, electronics. Since recommendation was considered an independent 

research area in the mid-1990s, a number of recommendation approaches have been proposed. 

They can be mainly classified into two types [6]. Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most 

successful recommendation technologies. The basic idea behind this method is that it gathers the 

opinions of others who share similar interests with the target user. Another principal 

recommendation technique is called content-based filtering, which is originally derived from 

information retrieval technologies. Content-based approaches predict which items the active user 

would have rated highly, by matching his/her preference profile with the attributes of the items to 

be recommended. Since both technologies depend on user ratings, they cannot work well when the 

number of the ratings for a user or an item is inadequate [6]. For example, when a new user enters a 

system and gives no or few ratings to items, it is difficult for the system to accurately predict this 

user's preferences and provide reliable recommendations. It is referred to as the “new user" 

problem. New items have the same issue, known as the “new item" problem. To address this 

problem, other modelling resources have been incorporated into recommender systems, for 

example, domain knowledge [7, 8], tags [9] and human demographics [10]. 

Demographics techniques to handle the new customer problem. Demographic techniques form 

“user-to-user” correlations like collaborative ones, but use different data. The benefit of a 

demographic approach is that it may not require a history of user ratings of the type needed by 

collaborative and content-based techniques [10]. After getting the feedback from the customer 

Researcher analysis that system recommends all those products they have high rating or match 

against the customer preferences without knowing the knowledge about customer such as time, 

place and company of customer etc. For example the system recommends a vacation package to 

customer [11]. System recommends those places they have high rating or match against the 

customer preferences without knowing the time period. Suppose the customers have a vacation 

plan in winter then the system recommends also those places where the customer goes to prefer in 

summer or recommends that place where the customer goes to prefer in winter. Knowledge base 

system handle this problem the system should have the knowledge about the object and customer 
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needs with time, place and customer needs. Knowledge-based approaches are distinguished in that 

they have functional knowledge: they have knowledge about how a particular item meets a 

particular customer need, and can therefore reason about the relationship between a need and a 

possible recommendation [10]. E-commerce websites can predict a customer’s future purchasing 

behaviours through the information collected from a customer’s past purchasing behaviors and 

demographic data of that Customer. Those customers with similar purchasing habits and interests 

are grouped together in order to recommend products with surprises to target customers. The 

candidate recommendations in the two major parts are presented to target customers through a 

recommendation System. With the subsequent customers’ feedback responses, the items of 

recommendations in the system are adjusted [12]. To predict the customer future purchase the 

system recommends all those products that’s matching customers' needs but that community 

unable to completely satisfying the customers. Then Marginal utility concept added. Marginal utility 

is economic concept because economists and marketing research use it to determine how much of 

an item a customer will purchase. According to the Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility, many 

products have the decreasing marginal utility with the increase of purchase count, such as cell 

phones, computers, and so on. Users are not likely to purchase the same or similar product again in 

a short time if they already purchased it before. On the other hand, some products, such as pet food, 

baby diapers, would be purchased again and again. Then marginal utility will be increase [13]. Using 

this concept the customers become are more satisfied. Another technique is Hybrid methods in 

which at least two of the existing techniques are used to gain better performance with fewer of the 

drawbacks of any individual one. The aim is to take benefits of all techniques and obtain more 

relevant suggestions and improve recommendation performance. The most popular approach of 

Hybrid methods is content based systems with collaborative filtering systems. 

Further researcher aim to resolve the recommendation problem by using the context based 

cascaded ratings having semantic similarity in online environments when customer rating 

information is not available or keeps on adding up in the system. In this Researcher work on the 

investigation of customer reviews that broadly appear in website, they hence propose a new 

recommender algorithm by fusing a self-supervised emotion-integrated sentiment classification 

approach, by which the missing User-Item Rating Matrix can be substituted by the virtual ratings 

which are predicted by decomposing customer reviews as given to the items[14]. Using the concepts 

we move forward and the user generated content called “review” plays an important role both for 

the buyer as well as for the seller. Further in our work we are mining these reviews and extracting 

the features and opinions with modifier (if exit).using these feature and opinion we conceptualize an 

architecture of analysis of semantics behind the similarity of context & feedback. 

 

III. ISSUES IN EXISTING TECHNOLOGY & IMPLEMENTATION 
The most of users & competitors are relying on recommendation system but the existing systems 

implemented are following the techniques such as collaborative method, content base method, 

knowledge base systems, demographics, utility, rule base and hybrid methods, which are now 

somehow traditional techniques or not so effective as the set of items, set of users & set of reviews 
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all are increasing exponentially. The above stated methods and recommendation systems based on 

these algorithms were more focussed on items having specific set of attributes e.g. cost, availability, 

branding, quality, servicing (if applicable), count of users using it. The trends were lesser in case of 

products which are rarely purchased or not carrying that credibility in market or among customers 

base. The mind set with a low rating of product(s) in terms of recommendation systems assigning 

the values on basis of feedback & reviews carry a low status which definitely creates an impact on 

the Company providing the product or solution and users who check the macro level facts. Users 

focus goes on ratings provided by recommendation engines designed by the service providing 

company or magazines, other media which carry out people survey where in Sample size of data is 

ignored while considering those surveys.  

Another issue in the systems are directly proportional to language and words used for specifying the 

features & personal opinions of the product. These engines once designed and are on field never 

checks the dynamism of linguistics of region. For example, consider a product’s specific case with 

multiple inputs from different users 

- “ item is not too bad” 
- “item is not too good” 
- “item is worth trying” 

All the statements provides a different inference and different recommendation system would 

perceive them differently. The changing linguistics culture worldwide is not catered in any of the 

recommendation algorithms and hence lags extension in the existing systems.  

The existing recommendation system lacks the capability of creating the difference on respective 

systems specifications meaning a review on specific attribute of system is utilized to measure the 

overall system or item’s rating. To quote an arbitrary example not having an ergonomic mouse 

cannot account for performance of computer or not having metallic buttons cannot quote of quality 

of a shirt. These kinds of feedbacks are accountable in existing systems while rating or comparing the 

complete product(s). 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The accountability of product review mechanism dependency should be catered independently for 

all of its attributes. Our recommendation engine focuses on the product’s features and recommends 

& condemns it depending upon its feature and requirements of users fairly considering the reviews 

in the system. We are dividing the products specifications reviews into feature set and opinion set. 

The feature set would be features/attributes of any product or system and Opinions set would be 

people’s comments/reviews. The feature and Opinion would be mapped together for different 

products on basis of reviews from different users. Our system would use the existing techniques of 

mining the Feature Set & Opinion Set from the available research work [15]. 

We make the feature and opinion set “Fset” and “Oset” respectively & the intra relation by matrix 

representation with the help of Word sense based Clustering which is shown in figure1. 
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                                         Fig 1 

The other step involves identification of semantic similarity in text clustering of opinion set i.e. words 

may have a sense & display a canonical relationship (F1 and F7 have same sense) as in figure1 or 

transitivity   factor i.e. F2, F4 have same sense and F2, F6 have same sense then transitivity occur in 

F4 and F6 in feature set as well as opinion set.  

We clustered word together those have same sense in both set Fset and Oset . 

Example: 1 - “laptop keyboard excellent “. 

                  2- “Keyboard is too good” 

                  3- “Laptop keypad bad” 

                  4 – “Keypad working better” 

                  5 – “Buttons sense very cool” 

We got above reviews from users for a specific laptop product. At first stage we need to cluster the 

words. Some of these words give same sense but some have different but still the statements are 

focused on attribute and same attributes are referred by different name.  

1- Statements have different term for feature and opinion and we have need to find the sense 
of each feature as well as opinion. While clustering the sense we may face some transitivity 
occurring. 

2- As in review no. 3 “laptop keypad bad”. This user has different opinion of same feature & 
hence in this situation we cannot neglect the user view. 

3- Generally we recommend users that attribute is good (as 80% user have +ve feedback and 
20% have –ve feedback on this feature) with the sample size.   

4- We’d identify intra relationship in Feature set as well as Opinion set as a matrix. And to find 
the semantic similarity between the feature as well as opinion we use the Adjacency list 
representation. The methodology maintains space proportionality to |E| + |V| (so 
proportional to the size of the graph) where E represents Edges & V represents set of 
Vertices.   
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                                 Figure 2 

Once we have identified the Feature Set & Opinion Set in our architecture, we setup a Feedback 

mechanism wherein the new values from the source data are fed back with new values coming from 

same or distinct users, so that we have a diversified source of learning mechanism integrated in the 

system in place with the flexibility to manage the language gaps in explaining & illustrating the 

feedback, thereby, constituting a better set of Features & Opinions.  

In the Stage two of our architecture, we identify the inter relationship and intra relationship & 

correlate with the semantic similarity among them with a synchronized word sense system to 

understand the context of reviews which are in form of Features & Opinions. The features & 

opinions are segregated to evaluate the sentiments of the users in context of specified component 

of the service or product and accordingly the feedback would be converted to an objective feature 

from subjective inputs. 

 

The whole feature, opinions are used to calculate the Sentiments of the users towards the product 

and the sentiments are basically categorized into 5 subparts which are cited below: 
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I. Positive  
II. Negative 

III. Semi-Positive 
IV. Semi-Negative 
V. Neutral  

Positive sentiment implies that calculated implication is completely positive & gives a positive sense 

of feedback and semi-positive state is dependent on inputs received from the users recursively that 

is with the cascaded feedback mechanism initiated at segmentation of Feature & Opinion Set in 

Stage-I. Negative & Semi-Negative goes in the same way. The sentiment analysis provides overall 

rating on the basis of an algorithm which keeps updating the self with the inputs from stage-1 and 

update in word sense dictionary synchronizing the information in real time. The system learns the 

mechanism of analysis and delivers on the fly with the correct data set and thus provides a full proof 

system of implementation.  

 

V. CONCLUSION     
The architecture framework implies a direct modification on existing techniques as the system has 

dependency on cascaded network of inputs in terms of reviews & feedbacks from end users which 

makes it a better model of analyzing the semantic relationship in real time. The sentiment analysis 

follows context awareness structure and would be catered in real time and we are designing the 

algorithm for better results. 
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